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                If you’re interested in becoming an Omdia client and gaining access to world-class technology research, or just want more information on our products, share your details below and our team will be in touch.

            

            
                
            

        

    

    



    
        
        
        

        

        

                
                
                


                
                
                

            

            
                
            


            





            
                
    
        
        
            
                
                
                    
                    
                            Artificial Intelligence

                                                    
                                
                                    The future of AI is now. The conversation is no longer how we define AI but how we scope, deploy and scale to realize business value and benefits. By 2025 AI software revenues alone will reach near $100 billion globally. To win, organizations must navigate the complex landscape of rapid technology advances and application.
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Omdia brings you an unparalleled, holistic view into the world of artificial intelligence. Discover the impact of AI across industries and applications from processors and software to practical deployments. Assess your readiness and know your markets.
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                    Report | Bradley Shimmin | 03 Aug 2023
                

                
                    Generative AI will undoubtedly find its place in the enterprise, but before it can do that, vendors must first invent responsible AI tools that can increase the transparency, explainability, and stability of large language models.
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                    A detailed analysis of how telecommunications service providers can navigate and position in the generative AI ecosystem, with strategic advice, examples, and recommendations.
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            Explore the latest Trending Content...

            
	
            Generative AI: Market Landscape 2023

            ChatGPT, Stable Diffusion, and DALL-E are applications that have unleashed unprecedented interest in the potential of Generative AI. Omdia’s foundational report describes the market landscape for Generative AI in the enterprise. 

            	
            Generative AI: Tech Provider Viewpoints

            How do technology providers view the arrival of generative AI? Omdia explores the results of an informal survey of several key technology providers operating within the AI, data, and analytics market.

            
	
            And just like that, generative AI reaches the enterprise marketplace

            Ready or not, generative AI solutions are on their way to the enterprise. Omdia looks at two new announcements from Salesforce and Google and provides advice for enterprise buyers considering making the leap to generative AI.

            	
            Manifesto: For humanity, the case against generative AI writing

            Generative AI dangles the alluring idea that it will take care of a lot of your writing needs. This manifesto is a warning to all humans—do not abandon the art, skill, and science of writing.
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